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The system performance of an integrated UMTS network with both High-Speed Downlink Packet Access users and Release ’99 QoS
users depends on many factors like user location, number of users, interference, multipath propagation profile, and radio resource
sharing schemes. Additionally, the user behavior is an important factor; users of Internet best-eﬀort applications tend to follow a
volume-based behavior, meaning they stay in the system until the requested data is completely transmitted. In conjunction with
the opportunistic transmission scheme implemented in HSDPA, this has implications to the spatial distribution of active users as
well as to the time-average user and cell throughput. We investigate the relation between throughput, volume-based user behavior
and traﬃc dynamics with a simulation framework which allows the eﬃcient modeling of large UMTS networks with both HSDPA
and Release ’99 users. The framework comprises an HSDPA MAC/physical layer abstraction model and takes network aspects like
radio resource sharing and other-cell interference into account.
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1. Introduction
Mobile network operators continue to deploy the High-
Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) service in their
existing Universal Mobile Telecommunication System
(UMTS) networks. From the users perspective, the HSDPA
promises high data rates (up to 14.4 Mbps with Release
5) and low latency. From the perspective of an operator,
HSDPA is hoped to play a key role for the much longed for
breakthrough of high-quality mobile data services. From a
technical perspective, HSDPA introduces a new paradigm
to UMTS; instead of adapting the transmit power to the
radio channel condition in order to ensure constant link
quality, HSDPA adapts the link quality to the radio channel
conditions. This enables a more eﬃcient use of scarce
resources like transmit power, channelization codes, and also
hardware components.
The basic principle of the HSDPA is to adapt the
link to the instantaneous radio channel condition using
adaptive modulation and coding (AMC). HSDPA employs a
shared channel, the High-Speed Downlink Shared channel
(HS-DSCH), which is used by all HSDPA users. With a
shared channel, radio resources are occupied only if a
transmission occurs, which enables a more eﬃcient transport
of bursty traﬃc. In each transport time interval (TTI), the
scheduler located in the NodeB decides about the users
to be scheduled and about their data rate. The scheduling
decision can be either on behalf of channel quality indicator
(CQI) reports from the user equipments (UE) to enable
opportunistic scheduling schemes which use the air interface
more eﬃciently, or simple nonopportunistic schemes like
round-robin can be used which shares the resources time fair
among the users.
An important aspect of HSDPA systems is the perceived
fairness of the connection metrics between the users. This
is in contrast to pure UMTS Release ’99, where the circuit-
switched design of the radio bearers guarantees equal
Quality of Service (QoS) properties of all users of the same
service class [1]. However, since in HSDPA the theoretically
achievable data rate depends on the channel condition,
the actual achieved data rates depend on user location,
number of users, interference, scheduling discipline, and in
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integrated networks also on the number of dedicated channel
(DCH) connections. In this work, we distinguish between
two fairness aspects. Spatial fairness refers to the spatial
distribution of the perceived data rates within a cell or sector.
Temporal fairness refers to the long-term time-average user
throughput [2].
Our contribution is twofold: first, we propose a flow-
level simulation framework which takes on the one hand
physical layer aspects, scheduling disciplines, interference,
and radio resource management schemes into account, but
also allows for simulation of large networks due to its
analytical approach. Second, we investigate the impact of
three well-known scheduling disciplines, namely round-
robin, proportional fair, and Max C/I on the spatial user
distribution and on the system and user performance. One
of our main findings is that Max C/I scheduling, although
providing sum-rate optimal rate allocations in static system
scenarios, performs worse than proportional fair scheduling
if traﬃc dynamics are considered.
The remaining of this article is organized as follows:
in the next section, we motivate our work and give an
overview of the current literature. In Section 3, we give a
brief overview of the HSDPA. In Section 4, we explain radio
resource sharing between DCH and HSDPA connections and
formulate a model for the calculation of NodeB transmit
powers. In Section 6, a physical layer abstraction model for
the HSDPA is proposed which enables the calculation of
the average throughputs per flow for diﬀerent scheduling
disciplines. Simulation scenarios and numerical results are
presented in Section 7, followed by a conclusion in Section 8.
2. Motivation and RelatedWork
The focus of this work is the impact of elastic flows on the
system performance. We have to distinguish between QoS
flows which require a fixed bandwidth, as for voice calls over
DCH transport channels, and “best-eﬀort” or elastic flows
which adapt their bandwidth requirements to the currently
available bandwidth. Such a flow may be an FTP transfer or
the combined elements of a web page including inline objects
such as embedded videos, that may be transmitted in parallel
TCP connections. A flow can be loosely defined as a coherent
stream of data packets with the same destination address [3].
An important distinction between the two types of flows is
that QoS flows typically follow a time-based traﬃc model,
which means that the user wants to keep the connection for a
certain time span. In contrast, elastic flows are volume-based,
that is, the user is satisfied as soon as a certain data volume is
transmitted. An eﬀect in this context which is that of spatial
inhomogeneity, which has been mentioned in [4] for systems
without AMC, and has been further investigated in [5, 6]
for pure single-cell HSDPA systems. Users with bad radio
conditions experience lower data rates than users with better
radio conditions, leading to a spatial unfairness, which we
define as the discrepancy between location-dependent user
arrival probabilities and the observed residence probabilities
in steady state. We investigate this eﬀect in Section 7.1 for
diﬀerent scheduling disciplines in a multicell scenario, that
is, with consideration of other-cell interference, and with
location-dependent arrival rates.
A related point is the system performance and fairness
of the perceived data rates under diﬀerent scheduling
regimes. In the literature, a large number of fundamental
works investigate the tradeoﬀ between fairness and system
capacity in a wireless systems with opportunistic scheduling.
Examples can be found in [2, 7–10], where in [7] the
concept of multiuser diversity (MUD) in downlink direction
has been investigated, motivated by the findings in [11]
for the uplink direction. For HSDPA systems, research
mainly concentrated on variations of the proportional fair
scheduler developed for the 1xEV-DO system [12]. Diﬀerent
approaches exist to include QoS constraints on delay or
data rate into the scheduling decision [13–17]. The fairness
of diﬀerent schedulers in HSDPA systems is investigated in
[18, 19]. Both works conclude that Max C/I provides the
highest system throughput. We compare user and system
throughput for round-robin, Max C/I, and proportional
fair scheduling. The results show that on the one hand, as
expected the two channel-aware schemes clearly outperform
round-robin scheduling, but on the other hand, proportional
fair scheduling leads to a higher time-average throughput
than Max C/I scheduling. We discuss this result in detail in
Section 7.2.
Statistically valid results for integrated UMTS networks
require long simulation runs or analytical approaches. An
intuitive example is the DCH blocking probability; a DCH
user which is located far from the antenna is subject to strong
interference from surrounding NodeBs, he may therefore
require a very high transmit power. If this user additionally
has a long call time, the influence on the blocking probability
is significant. Since such events occur not very often with
reasonable loads, long simulation runs are required. The
results in this work are therefore generated with a simulation
framework based on [20, 21], that uses analytic methods
to approximate the eﬀects of the physical layer and the
scheduling discipline on flow level. This allows for accurate
and time-eﬃcient simulations of large UMTS networks.
3. SystemDescription
We consider a UMTS network where HSDPA and DCH
connections share the same radio resources, namely transmit
power and channelization codes. The core of the HSDPA is
the HS-DSCH, which uses up to 15 codes with spreading
factor (SF) 16 in parallel. The HS-DSCH enables two types
of multiplexing; time multiplex by scheduling the subframes
to diﬀerent users, and code multiplex by assigning each user
a nonoverlapping subset of the available codes. The latter
requires the configuration of additional High-Speed Shared
Control Channels (HS-SCCHs). Throughout this work we
assume that only one HS-SCCH is present, hence consider
time multiplex only.
In contrast to dedicated channels, where the transmit
power is adapted to the propagation loss with fast power
control and thus enabling a more or less constant bit rate,
the HS-DSCH adapts the channel to the propagation loss

















Figure 1: Schematic view of the HSDPA transport channel.
with AMC. The UE sends CQI values to the NodeB. The
CQI is a discretization of the received signal-to-interference
ratio (SIR) at the UE and ranges from 0 (no transmission
possible) to 30 (best quality). The scheduler in the NodeB
then chooses a transport format combination (TFC) such
that a predefined target BLER, which is often chosen as 10%,
is fullfilled if possible. The TFC contains information about
the modulation (QPSK or 16QAM), the number of used
codes (from 1 to 15), and the coding rate resulting in a certain
transport block size (TBS) that defines the information bits
transmitted during a TTI. A number of tables in [22] define
a unique mapping between CQI and TFC. This means that
with an increasing CQI, the demand on code resources is also
increasing. This leads to cases where a high CQI is reported
to the NodeB, but the scheduler has to select a lower TBS due
to lacking code resources. A schematic view of the HSDPA
functionality is shown in Figure 1.
4. Sharing Code and Power Resources between
HSDPA and DCH
A key issue of the radio resource management in HSDPA
enhanced UMTS networks is the sharing of code and power
resources between DCHs, signaling channels, common chan-
nels, and finally channels required for the HSDPA, namely,
the HS-DSCH and the HS-SCCH. The signaling channels
and common channels mostly require a fixed channelization
code and a fixed power as for the pilot channel (CPICH)
or the forward access channel (FACH). The DCHs are
subject to fast power control which means that their power
consumption depends on the cell or system load that
determines the interference at the UE. The general level of
power consumption depends on the processing gain and the
required target bit-energy-to-noise ratio (Eb/N0) of the radio
access bearer (RAB).
The HSDPA requires code and power resources. Codes
are the channelization codes that are generated according to
the orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF) code tree.
The number of codes that is available for a certain spreading
factor (SF) is equal to the spreading factor itself. A 384 kbps
DCH occupies an SF 8 channelization code. Accordingly,
the maximum number of parallel 384 kbps users per sector
is theoretically 8. In practice, only 7 parallel 384 kbps users
are possible since the signaling and common channels also
require some code resources. Let us introduce an SF 512 code
as the basic code unit. Then, a DCH i with SF k occupies
ci = 512/k code resources. An HSDPA code with SF 16
requires cHS = 32 code resources. Let CDCH be the total
code resources occupied by all DCHs, CCCH be the resources
occupied by signaling and common channels, and, CHS =
nHS · cHS be the total number of code resources used by the
HSDPA where nHS is the number of SF 16 codes allocated
to the HS-DSCH. The total number of code resources is
equal to Ctot = 512. We consider adaptive code allocation
[23, 24], which is illustrated in a simplified view (pilot and
control channels are omitted) in Figure 2 for both transmit
power and channelization codes. We further assume that the
codes are always optimally arranged in the code tree, and
that no code tree fragmentation occurs. The number of codes
available for the HSDPA is then
nHS =
⌊




Accordingly, the transmit power Tx,tot consists of a
constant part TCCH for common and signaling channels, a
part TDCH for DCHs, and a part THS for the HS-DSCH. Let
T∗ be the target transmit power at the NodeB. Then, the HS-
DSCH power with adaptive power allocation is
THS = T∗ − TCCH − TDCH, (2)
whereT∗HS is the power reserved for the HS-DSCH, and TDCH
is the total DCH power averaged over some period of time.
5. Calculation of Downlink Transmit Powers
We define a UMTS network as a set L of NodeBs with
associated UEs, Mx. A DCH connection k corresponds to a
radio bearer at NodeB x ∈ L with data rate Rk and code
resource requirements ck. Since the power consumed by the
DCH connection is subject to power control, the received
Eb/N0 εk fluctuates around a target-Eb/N0 value ε∗k , which
is adjusted by the outer-loop power control such that the
negotiated QoS parameters like frame error rate are fulfilled.
A common approximation for the average Eb/N0 value is
εk = W
Rk
· Tk,x · dk,x
W ·N0 + Ik,oc + αi · Tx,tot · dk,x , (3)
where the orthogonality αk describes the impact of the
multipath profile for DCH k, dk,x is the average path gain
between NodeB x and UE k, W is the system chip rate, and
N0 is the thermal noise density. We assume perfect power
control, that is, the mean Eb/N0 value meets exactly the
target-Eb/N0 such that εk = ε∗k . The mean transmit power







W ·N0 + Ik,oc
dk,x
+ αk · Tx,tot
)
. (4)


























Adaptive radio resource allocation
Figure 2: Adaptive radio resource management scheme.
The average other-cell interference comprises the
received powers of surrounding NodeBs such that
Ik,oc =
∑
y∈L\x Ty,tot · dk,y. The total NodeB transmit
powers can be calculated with an equation system over all
NodeBs. For that reason, we follow [25] and define the load












α, if L(k) = y,
dk,y
dL(k), k
, if L(k) /= y.
(5)
After some algebraic modifications, this allows us to formu-




ηx,y · Ty,tot. (6)
In this equation, we neglect the thermal noise since in a
reasonable designed network its impact on the transmit
power requirements is minimal. Note also that the equation
includes the case y = x for the own-cell interference. For the
total transmit power we introduce the boolean variable δy,HS
indicating whether at least one HSDPA flow is active in cell
x. The total transmit power at NodeB x is then













This equation states that if the HS-DSCH is active, the total
transmit power is equal to the target power. Otherwise, it
consist only of the DCH transmit power and the transmit
power for common channels. Introducing the vectors
V[x] = δx,HS · T∗x +
(
1− δx,HS
) · Tx,CCH, (8)
and matrix
M[x, y] = (1− δx,HS) · ηx,y (9)
leads to the matrix equation
T = V + M · T ⇐⇒ T = (I −M)−1 ·V , (10)
which provides the transmit powers of all NodeBs in the
system. The matrix I is the identity matrix, and T is the
vector of NodeB transmit powers Tx. The DCH and HSDPA
transmit powers are then calculated with (6) and (2).
6. HSDPA Physical Layer Model
Consider an HS-DSCH with power THS = ΔHS ·Ttot and nHS
parallel codes allocated to the HS-DSCH. Accordingly, the
SIR at UE i for a RAKE receiver with perfect maximum ratio
combining is equal to




W ·N0 + Ioc,i +
∑
r∈P \pTx,tot · di,r,x
,
(11)
where di,p,x is the instantaneous propagation gain of signal
path p ∈ P . The UE measures the SIR and maps it to the
maximum CQI with a transmission format that achieves a
frame error rate of 10%. In [26] the following relation of SIR












The CQI-value q defines the maximum possible TBS
v(q), that can be transmitted in one TTI. It also defines the
number of required parallel codes nHS(q). If the number of
available codes nHS is less than nHS(q), the scheduler selects
the maximum possible TBS value according to nHS. This
means that an optimal usage of resources is only possible
if the transmission format according to the reported CQI
utilizes all available codes. If too few code resources are
available, power resources are wasted, and if too few power
resources are available, the CQI is too small to utilize all
available codes. The reported CQI value depends essentially
on the multipath profile, the users’ location, the available
HS-DSCH power, and the other-cell power. The number of
codes required for a certain CQI value depends on the CQI
category.
Above equations give the CQI and TBS for a concrete
instance of the propagation gains in particular of the
multipath component power. For a simplified simulation
and evaluation of the HSDPA performance, an approximate
model for the HSDPA bandwidth similar to the orthogo-
nality factor model for DCH is required. The orthogonality
factor [27] is used to determine the signal-to-interference
ratio for a DCH i as
γi = W
Ri
· Tx · dx,i
Ii,other + α · Ii,own , (13)
where W/Rk is the processing gain, Ii,other is the other-
cell interference, and Ii,own = Tx,tot · dx,i is the own-cell
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interference. The orthogonality factor α specifies the part of
the power received from the own cell that contributes to the
interference due to multipath propagation. It captures the
impact of the multipath profile in a single value between 0.05
and 0.4 depending on the multipath profile. For a deeper
discussion of the orthogonality factor model please refer to
[28–30] and the references therein.
Actually, the values γk, Iown, and Iother are mean values
averaged over the short-term fading. More precisely, we
should write (13) as
E[γi] = W
Ri






















The orthogonality factor model is not applicable to the
HSDPA since it only yields the mean SIR. However, for the
evaluation of the average HSDPA data rate of a UE at a
certain location, the distribution of the reported CQI values
is required. The essential assumption of the orthogonality
factor model is that the mean normalized SIR, that is, the last
fraction in (14), is a function of the ratio Σ of average other-
cell received power and average own-cell received power (or










y /= x Ty,tot · dy,i
Tx,tot · dx,i . (15)
In [20], the orthogonality factor model is enhanced to
yield not only the mean but also the standard deviation of
the SIR in decibel scale as a function of Σi. Assuming that
the distribution of the SIR follows a normal distribution that
is entirely characterized by its mean and standard deviation,
the distribution of the reported CQI values, pCQI(q), is
obtained from the cumulative density function (CDF) of
the distribution of the SIR. Truncating the CQI distribution
according to the available codes for the HS-DSCH yields the









where v∗ is the maximum allowed TBS according to the
available code resources. Accordingly, we denote the CDF of
the CQI and TBS values with PCQI(q) and PTBS(v).
The physical layer abstraction model gives also insights
into the impact of system parameters like multipath channel
profile, number of available codes and, UE category. Figure 3
shows the gross data rate, that is, the throughput a single UE
would achieve, depending on the other-to-own-interference
ratio for the ITU Vehicular A, Pedestrian A, and Vehicular
B multipath propagation models. A profile with a strong
dominating path, like in Pedestrian A, enables indeed very
high data rates up to 13 Mbps. In contrast, profiles with a
relatively strong second path, like Vehicular A and Vehicular
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Figure 4: Gross data rates for diﬀerent UE categories.
intersymbol interference. In fact, with these two models,
it is suﬃcient to provide five SF 16 codes for the HS-
DSCH. Figure 4 shows the gross data rates for diﬀerent UE
categories, which reflect the capability for 16QAM, number
of parallel codes and, interscheduling time. Interesting is
that UEs without QAM 16 support (categories 11 and 12)
have significantly lower data rates than UEs with QAM 16,
although the transport block sizes are identically (categories
1–6).
6.1. Scheduling. The scheduler in the NodeB has a large
influence on the user-level and system-level performance of
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the HSDPA. Several proposals exist for HSDPA scheduling,
from which we considered three of the most common
schemes. The channel-blind round-robin scheme selects
users consecutively for transmission. The MaxTBS-scheduler
chooses always the user with the currently best possible
TBS, including restrictions due to code resources. Finally,
the proportional fair scheduler selects the user which
has the proportionally best TBS in relation to its past
throughput.
Channel-aware schedulers like MaxTBS and propor-
tional fair benefit from multiuser diversity [7]. With an
increasing number of users in a cell, the probability to
see at least one user with good radio conditions also
increases. If “strong” users are favored by the scheduler,
the aggregated cell throughput increases. Exploitation of
multiuser diversity is therefore in the end beneficial for the
overall system capacity, also because reduced transmission
times for volume-based users leads to longer time periods
where the HS-DSCH is switched oﬀ—which in turn reduces
interference.
6.1.1. Round-Robin Scheduling. The round-robin scheduler
selects the users consecutively for transmission. In a suf-
ficiently long time interval, the probability that a user k
is selected is therefore approximately 1/|M|. Round-robin
is a channel-blind scheduling discipline, which means that
the average throughput of each mobile depends only on
its channel condition and the number of users in the
cell, but not on the channel conditions of other users.
Consequently, the cell throughput does not benefit from
multiuser diversity. However, round-robin is robust and does
not suﬀer from any convergence issues like proportional fair
scheduling in some cases [31], and it is easy to implement
due to its simple principle. Round-robin is an allocation-
fair scheduling discipline in the sense that, to every user, the
same amount of radio resources in terms of codes and power
are allocated. This approach is often suﬃcient to prevent
starvation of users at the cell edge.
6.1.2. MaxTBS Scheduling. With MaxTBS (or Max C/I)
scheduling, the user with the currently best TBS is scheduled.
This scheduling discipline maximizes the sum-rate capacity
(in our context the cell throughput) given the saturated case,
that is, all users have at least one packet to transmit [32, 33].
If two or more users have the maximum possible TBS, a
random user out of this set is selected with equal probability.
In contrast to round-robin scheduling, the throughput of
a user depends not only on its own location, but also
on the location of the other users. In [6], this scheduling
discipline is modeled as a priority queue, where locations
closer to the NodeB have higher priority than locations
farther away. However, it is also possible to calculate the
average throughput directly from the TBS distributions of
the users. In this work we use the formulation we developed
in [21]. MaxTBS strongly favors the user with the best
channel quality. This implicates that users with weak radio
conditions are penalized and perceive on average very low
data rates, leading to unfair rate allocations. We show in the
next section how this behavior negatively aﬀects the average
throughput if traﬃc dynamics are considered.
6.1.3. Proportional Fair Scheduling. Proportional fair (PF)
scheduling is a scheduling discipline which has been devel-
oped for the 1xEv-DO-system in the downlink [12]. The
basic principle is to allocate each user proportional to its link
quality and its past throughput. This is achieved by selecting
the user that has the best instantaneous relative throughput
over its past throughput, which is often calculated with
a sliding window approach. However, diﬀerent versions of
PF scheduling exist. The most fundamental diﬀerence is
the way how the past throughput is calculated. The first
variant updates the past throughput every scheduling period
regardless whether the user has been scheduled or not, the
second variant updates the past throughput only if the user is
indeed chosen for transmission. The diﬀerence between both
versions is that in the first case the mean throughput of a user
is proportional to its channel quality only, while in the second
case it is also related to the generated traﬃc. In [31, 34]
it is argued that both variants approximately lead to the
same results in case of statistically identical fades and infinite
backlogs. The second assumption is reasonable during the
interevent time, while the first assumption is contradicted by
the fact that the shape of the CQI distribution depends on the
level of received other-cell interference. A direct formulation
of the flow-average throughput and a comparison between
both variants can be found in [21].
7. Flow-Level Performance Results
UMTS networks are dynamic systems because of the mutual
dependency among the transmit powers of diﬀerent cells.
This means that a well-designed performance evaluation
has to consider networks with a reasonable size in order
to capture these eﬀects and their impact on flow-level
performance properly. We consider two diﬀerent types of
networks: a 19-NodeB hexagonal layout with a NodeB
distance of 1.2 km, and an irregular layout with 22 NodeBs
which is generated from a Voronoi tessellation. The network
areas are partitioned into area elements with an edge length
of 25 m. Figure 5 shows the irregular network with antenna
locations (dots) and arrival cluster centers (stars). In the
hexagonal layout, user arrive according to a homogeneous
Poisson process such that arrival rates are equal for all area
elements. In the irregular network, users arrive according to
a clustered Poisson process as described in [25] and shown in
Figure 6; the total arrival rate λ f in an area element f results
from the superposition of circular clusters with constant
arrival rates. In the irregular network therefore not only the
layout but also the arrival process is heterogeneous.
Results are generated with a time-dynamic simulation
which considers the HSDPA data traﬃc of a user as a flow
with a certain data volume. The network area is discretized
into a set of area elements with an edge length of 25 m.
The time axis is divided in interevent times. We assume that
between two events the users stay roughly within an area
element.
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Figure 5: Irregular network layout. Dots indicate NodeB (antenna)
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Figure 6: Inhomogeneous arrival densities. Darker colors indicate
higher probability of arrival.
We consider two types of events: arrival events, that is,
the arrival of a new user into the system, and departure
events, which may occur if an HSDPA user has received
all its data or if the call time of DCH user is reached.
On arrival of a new user, admission control for DCH and
HSDPA is performed. The admission control for DCH
connections is threshold-based. An incoming connection
is blocked if the total transmit power including the new
connection exceeds the target transmit power, or if the
available code resources are not suﬃcient. For this purpose,
the required transmit power is calculated at the serving
NodeB under the worst-case assumption that all NodeBs
transmit with the target power in order to prevent possible
outage. For the HSDPA, we assume a count-based admission
control which restricts the maximum number of concurrent
connections to a fixed value. If the incoming connection is
admitted into the system, the call time or the data volume,
depending on the user type, is calculated according to the
respective distribution parameters. We assume exponentially
distributed call times with mean E[T] = 120 s for DCH users
and exponentially distributed flow sizes with mean volume
E[V] = 100 KB for HSDPA users. The arrival rate of the










where μs = 1/E[Ts], and the index s denotes the service class
of the radio bearer.
On each event, the system variables are recalculated
if necessary. If the event is generated by a DCH arrival
or departure, HSDPA code resources in the relevant cells
are decreased or increased according to the DCH code
requirements. Additionally, the total transmit powers are
updated for all NodeBs in order to capture the new inter-
ference situation. Transmit power recalculation is also done
if the HS-DSCH is switched on or oﬀ because of HSDPA
user arrivals or departures. In all cases, the data volume
transmitted by HSDPA users within the past interevent
time is subtracted from their remaining data volumes. New
HSDPA data rates are calculated, taking the new radio
resource and interference situation into account. Finally, the
expected departure times of the HSDPA users are updated
according to the remaining data volumes and data rates.
7.1. Volume-Based Traﬃc Model and Spatial Fairness. As
mentioned before, an important distinction between QoS
and elastic flows is that QoS flows typically follow a time-
based traﬃc model, which means that the user wants to
keep the connection a certain time span, for example, for the
time of a conversation. In contrast, elastic flows are volume-
based, that is, the user leaves the system as soon as a certain
data volume is transmitted. In reality, the user behavior is
a mixture between both models, depending on factors like
user satisfaction, pricing models, type of content. However,
the two models can be seen as the extremes of the actual user
behavior.
A time-based traﬃc model implicates that the number of
currently active users is independent of the perceived data
rates. Moreover, the spatial distribution of the number of
users is corresponding to the spatial arrival process; if users
arrive with arrival rate λ, the number of concurrently active
users in steady-state follows according to Little as λ/μ, if no
blocking occurs.
A volume-based traﬃc model means that users stay
in the system until their service demands are fullfilled.
Therefore, the number of active users depends on the
assigned data rates. In HSDPA systems, the data rate depends
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on the channel quality, which means that users with low
average channel qualities stay longer in the system than
those with good channel qualities. Since the average channel
quality is dominated by the other-cell interference, users
at the cell edges stay longer in the system than users in
the center of the cell. This implies that the spatial arrival
process and the spatial steady state distribution are not
directly related anymore, a fact that complicates planning
of HSPDA networks significantly. One reason is that Monte
Carlo methods [35] now have to estimate the spatial user
population for every snapshot, which is diﬃcult without
knowledge of the the currently ongoing flows. With round-
robin scheduling, a direct formulation of the mean transfer
time was found in [5, 24], since in that case the data rates
of the users only depend on the number of users and their
position, but are otherwise independent of each other.
We now clarify the eﬀect of spatial heterogeneity with
some example scenarios. Figure 7 shows the arrival proba-
bility and the residency probability versus the distance to
the antenna for cell number 2 from the irregular scenario.
The arrival probability describes the probability that a user
arrives in this cell at a certain point, while the residence
probability reflects the spatial distribution of the users in the
cell in steady state. The spiky shape of the curves is due to the
discretization of the cell area into area elements. It is obvious
that arrival and residence probabilities are not equal, and that
the magnitude of the deviation depends on the scheduling
discipline. MaxTBS scheduling shows the highest deviation,
since users close to the antenna leave the system much earlier
than users farther away. An interesting result is that residence
probabilities with proportional fair scheduling fir slightly
better to the arrival probabilities if compared to round-robin
scheduling. We will see later that this eﬀect comes from the
fact that the proportional fair scheduler favors users on the
cell edges.
Figure 8 shows the corresponding ratio between arrival
and residence probability in the same cell. With time-based
users, the ratio would be equal to one at all distances. With
volume-based users and MaxTBS-scheduling, the probability
to meet a user at the cell edge is four times higher than the
arrival probability at the same location.
The deviation of arrival and residence probabilities is
the result of spatial unfairness regarding the data rate
allocation. This is demonstrated in Figure 9, which shows
the average user throughput depending on the distance
to the antenna. MaxTBS-scheduling favors strongly user
in the cell center, and thus shows the highest degree of
unfairness. Proportional fair and round-robin scheduling
lead to more balanced results. The diﬀerence between round-
robin and proportional fair reflects the scheduling gain due
to multiuser diversity. Note that the gain of the proportional
fair scheduler over the round-robin scheduler is nearly
independent of the distance.
Finally, in Figure 10, the same statistic for the center cell
of the homogeneous scenario is shown, but in a scenario with
a higher DCH load of ρc = 0.6. Here, the lack of resources
leads to low throughputs, such that the aforementioned
favoring of user at the cell edge with proportional fair
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Figure 7: Arrival and residence probabilities for cell 2 in the
irregular network with inhomogeneous user arrivals and DCH
oﬀered load ρc = 0.4. The black line with diamond markers
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Figure 8: Ratio between arrival and residence probabilities.
MaxTBS-scheduling leads to the highest inhomogeneity.
variance of the TBS distribution of users which experience
more other-cell interference than users close to the antenna,
see also [36] for a discussion of this eﬀect.
7.2. Impact of Scheduling Disciplines. We now investigate
the impact of diﬀerent scheduling disciplines on the overall
performance of the network. We consider the homogeneous
scenario with hexagonal cell layout and increase the oﬀered
DCH load from 0.1 to 0.8.
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Figure 9: Mean throughput versus distance to antenna with oﬀered
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Figure 10: Mean throughput versus distance to antenna for the
center cell of the hexagonal scenario with oﬀered DCH load
ρc = 0.6.
Figure 11 shows the resulting time-average cell and user
throughput versus the oﬀered DCH load. As expected, the
channel-aware scheduling disciplines lead to better results
than the channel-blind round-robin discipline, regardless
of the DCH load. However, with higher DCH load,
the diﬀerence between the scheduling disciplines becomes
smaller, since the lack of code resources prevents an eﬃcient
exploitation of multiuser diversity. An interesting result is
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Figure 11: Time-average user and cell throughput versus oﬀered
DCH load for diﬀerent scheduling disciplines.
curves than MaxTBS-scheduling, which is at a first glance
counter intuitive. MaxTBS-scheduling maximizes cumulated
data rates (the sum-rate) for a static scenario, that is, for a
fixed number of ongoing flows and consequently also during
any interevent time [32]. This also means that MaxTBS-
scheduling always leads to a higher cell throughput than
proportional-fair scheduling if we consider the same snap-
shot for both schedulers, reflecting the well known tradeoﬀ
between system capacity (defined as cell throughput) and
fairness of data rate allocation (see, e.g., [10]).
However, this unfairness means that in cases where
the diﬀerences between the average channel conditions are
large, the MaxTBS scheduler has a strong tendency to
overproportionally favor the best user, such that the data
rates of the remaining UEs are very low. These users stay
very long in the system which is then reflected in the
time-average cell and user throughput. With proportional-
fair scheduling the data rate of users with good channel
conditions is lower, however this is compensated with lower
sojourn times of users with bad channel conditions. Note
that in principle this also holds for round-robin scheduling,
but channel-blindness overweights this eﬀect such that the
average throughput is indeed lower.
In the literature, some numerical results seem to con-
tradict the results presented here. In [37, 38], the system
throughput for round-robin, proportional fair and Max C/I
(i.e., MaxTBS) is shown, and it is concluded that Max C/I
scheduling provides the highest average cell throughput.
However, the results apply to static scenarios with persistent
data flows for a fixed number of users. In such a scenario,
MaxTBS scheduling is optimal, but it is not comparable with
the flow-level throughput in system with traﬃc dynamics.
In [19], users arrive according to a Poisson process and
request 100 KB of data, which is incidentally the same
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average amount of data as in our scenario. However, users
are dropped from the system if they stay longer than 12.5
seconds in the system, such that the time-average user
sojourn time is reduced. So, in fact this study employs
a mixture between time-and volume-based traﬃc model.
Consequently, the results show a small performance gain
for Max C/I scheduling. Similarly, in [18] users are dropped
from the system if their throughput is lower than 9.6 kbps.
It is not clear over which time span the throughput is
measured, but the dropping of low-bandwidth users skews
the time-average throughput to the benefit of the Max C/I
scheduler.
Figure 12 shows the CDF of the user and cell throughputs
for an oﬀered DCH load of ρc = 0.4. The CDF of the MaxTBS
scheduler confirms the time-average throughput curves; a
large portion of the probability weight is on very low data
rates, but in the same time the higher quantiles, for example,
for 0.8, are higher than for proportional fair and round-robin
scheduling. In terms of fairness, it is remarkable that the
shape of the curves for Round-robin and proportional-fair
are similar with exception of a small peak for low data rates
for the proportional fair scheduler. Also note the stair-like
shape of cell-throughput CDF for low data rates, which is
caused by preemption from DCH connections.
Figure 13 exemplarily demonstrates the behavior of the
three schedulers for scenario with three users which have
fixed data volumes and Σ-values of −20 dB, −10 dB, and
0 dB. The figure shows the remaining total data volume
versus time. Figure 14 shows the corresponding data rates.
With MaxTBS scheduling, the first and second users leave
the system faster than with the other disciplines (indicated
by the vertical dashed lines), but the remaining data volume
of the “worst” user with Σ = 0 dB is so large that in total, the
proportional-fair scheduler needs less time to transport the
whole data volume. Note that it depends on channel profile
and cell layout how large the advantage of the proportional-
fair scheduler is and whether it exists at all.
8. Conclusion and Outlook
We investigated spatial and temporal fairness aspects of
integrated HSDPA-enhanced UMTS networks on flow level.
Results have been generated with a flow-level simulation
which considers the network-wide interference situation
and its impact on DCH transmit powers and HSDPA data
rates. The latter are calculated with a physical layer abstrac-
tion model which considers code resources, multipath-
propagation, HS-DSCH transmit power, and diﬀerent
scheduling disciplines.
The numerical results have been generated within two-
network scenarios: a homogeneous scenario with hexagonal
cells and equal arrival rates over the whole space, and an
inhomogeneous scenario with irregular-shaped cells and
location-dependent arrival densities. An expected result is
that the shared-bandwidth approach of the HSDPA transport
channel leads to spatial user residence probabilities which
are diﬀerent to the corresponding arrival probabilities. The





























Figure 12: CDF of user and cell throughput for an oﬀered DCH






















Figure 13: Total remaining data volume versus time for a three-
user scenario with fixed data volume. Vertical dashed lines indicate
departures.
discipline; “greedy” scheduling disciplines like MaxTBS
lead to a high unfairness, while channel-blind round-robin
scheduling and proportional fair scheduling show similar
results. However, proportional-fair scheduling has a nearly
constant relative gain in terms of throughput over round-
robin scheduling independent of the distance to the antenna
and of the arrival densities.
A further objective of this paper is to understand the
flow-level performance of diﬀerent scheduling disciplines.

























Figure 14: Corresponding cell throughput versus time.
The comparison between round-robin, proportional fair,
and MaxTBS scheduling showed that, remarkably, propor-
tional fair scheduling has a slight performance gain in
terms of average cell and user throughput. The reason is
that although MaxTBS-scheduling maximizes the sum rate
within a static scenario, traﬃc dynamics, and the high
unfairness of the data rate allocation with MaxTBS favors
in the end proportional fair scheduling. This shows that the
consideration of traﬃc dynamics is a crucial point of the
performance evaluation of shared bandwidth systems, and
it encourages further investigations of the relation between
physical layer parameters and flow-level performance.
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